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DIVINING THE QUESTION: AN
UNSCIENTIFIC METHODOLOGY FOR 

THE COLLECTION OF WARM DATA
MAR I AM  GH A N I

If tomorrow you found yourself with no passport and no birth certificate, and someone came

up to you and said, “You no longer have the right to be an American,” what story, object,

image or document would you offer as your proof?

With this question begins the story of Points of Proof, a video installation, postcard and public

dialogue project originally commissioned for the inauguration of the Arab American National

Museum in Dearborn, Michigan, and currently being expanded online thanks to a Longwood

Digital Matrix commission. When the museum invited me to make a community-based

project in Dearborn in March of 2005, I was in the second year of an ongoing, open-ended,

collaborative project about the human cost of immigration policy, which has grown in the

form of several nested and linked collections of what I call “warm” data, known collectively as

the Disappeared project. Points of Proof emerged both in response to the specific conditions of

that place and moment, and as a special case among the warm databases of the Disappeared

project.

I first began thinking about the idea of warm data at the end of 2001, when I began following

the cases of the “special interest” detainees — 760 men who were picked up by the INS on

immigration violations just after 9/11/01, identified by the FBI as being of “special interest” in

relation to 9/11, and then disappeared into the secret files, courts, and cells erased from the

public eye by a Department of Justice blanket gag order, which prevented anyone connected

with their cases from even speaking their names for much of the next three years. When the

short-lived but merciless Special Registration program was introduced in the following year, I

watched as immigrant men from “terror watch list” countries came forward to wait in long,

cold lines for days, only to be asked long lists of dehumanizing questions, then often

remanded to custody overnight and asked them again, and again, before being detained or

deported away from their families. I read the 1996 immigration laws, the Patriot Act, reports

and legal briefs, and discovered the traps built by the language of the law: reactions that

become terms that become classifications that enclose and exclude. I found the post-9/11

documents full of absences -- redactions, erasures, censorships -- that were paralleled by the
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absences visible in every immigrant community in the city, as midnight raids spread from

neighborhood to neighborhood. I visited detention centers and followed the news on

immigrant rights listservs. Each time I read a new story of disappearance I thought: This

could have been us — my brother, my father, my mother, me. If I had been born earlier, in

Afghanistan. If we had emigrated later, when political asylum became a decision hanging on

the word of one airport customs officer. And I wondered: would it be possible for someone

who never literally came so close to being in our precarious position to make the same

empathetic leap?

In the fall of 2003, I moved my studio into the Woolworth Building, thanks to a Lower

Manhattan Cultural Council residency to develop a project about the disappeared. From the

window of my studio, which itself had been gutted and left vacant after 9/11, I could see

Ground Zero and the de- and re-constructions that surrounded it. Most of Manhattan was

taken with the debate over what, exactly, could be built in the footprint of the towers. In my

studio, I had pinned up on the wall a copy of the list of special interest detainees, which was

for many months the only document of their existence. I was worrying over the question of

how to fill in those blank black spaces where first their names, and then their real lives and

family ties, had been erased. How could I “give a face” to this issue, as immigrant rights

advocates were telling me was necessary, when I wasn’t allowed to see or speak to the

people I wanted to portray? The impossible trick would have to be creating a portrait of

someone that would restore their humanity while maintaining their all-important anonymity

-- whether legally mandated, as in the case of the special interest detainees, or dictated by

fear of losing status or social stigma with former detainees and deportees.

The answer I arrived at was the idea of the warm data questionnaire: a series of questions

designed so that each set of responses creates a unique and highly individual dataset — a data

description of a person -- which at the same time lacks the identifying details that would

usually link it to a real person. A warm data body is a portrait, not a profile; when a warm

data body is erased, the real body remains intact. Warm data is easiest to define in

opposition to what it is not: warm data is the opposite of cold, hard facts. Warm data is

subjective; it cannot be proved or disproved, and it can never be held against you in a court of

law. Warm data is specific and personal, never abstract. Warm databases are public, not

secret. However, warm data can only be collected voluntarily, not by force; the respondent

always has a choice — whether to answer or not, which questions to answer, on what terms

she will answer, and if her answers will be anonymous. A warm database is distinguished

from a corporate or government database not primarily by its interface or its underlying

structure, but by the way its data is collected. There are two parts to the collection process:

designing, or really divining, the right questions to ask; and creating the correct conditions for

answering. The latter task usually entails creating a condition of trust between questioner and

respondent, so that the question becomes an invitation rather than an invasion. I’ve found

that the necessary trust can be created by working within a community, borrowing the bona

fides of an institution, or using the network as an anonymizer.

The process of designing a warm data question is somewhat more complex. For me, the 

process begins with research (into a community, issue, or idea), then a variable period of 

mulling, and then some writing where questions seem to emerge from thin air, but I suspect 

are really generated by a combination of intuition and that empathetic imagination I 

mentioned earlier. I also like to road-test questions on friends and/or community activists

before I make a project with them. For example, when I designed the warm data

questionnaire for How Do You See the Disappeared? A Warm Database, a web project 

commissioned by Turbulence in 2004, I began by talking to a human rights lawyer who had 

debriefed some of the special interest detainees just before they were deported. He described
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for me some of the questions that they were asked repeatedly during their interrogations. I

found a group at the Riverside Church that went on weekly visits to asylum seekers being held 

at the Metropolitan Detention Center in Queens, and I started riding along with them to find 

out what kind of conversations people who were being isolated from their families and culture 

might be interested in having. Then I did some further research online and with immigrant

rights activists in New York and developed a list of all the questions that were asked during 

Special Registration, then read about some of the statistical outcomes for immigrants of the 

different responses they gave. I took a few weeks to think about those questions, and then I

sat down one day, thought about the questions that I would want someone to ask me if I were 

in detention for two years, thought about what questions the government would never ask 

you, and wrote a list. Then I invited both people who had been affected by detention and

deportation, and people who wanted to fill out the questionnaire in solidarity, to answer the 

questions.

A few of those first warm data questions: 

Who was the first person you ever fell in love with?

What place do you see when you close your eyes at night?

Describe an offhand remark that someone once made to you that you’ve never been able to

forget:

What piece of music is always running through your head?

What is the one birthday present you always wanted and never received?

In 2005, I took another question from the Disappeared warm data questionnaire, and adapted

it to generate the project that became Points of Proof, repurposing it in response to that

specific moment and place. That spring the REAL ID Act was being debated in Congress, the

media, and the many other arenas of the immigrant rights struggle. As I drove between the

museum's construction site in Dearborn, the most concentrated Arab community in the

United States, and Detroit, still one of the most racially divided cities in the country, the

bitter debate over this and other increasingly draconian pieces of immigration legislation rang

in my ears. REAL ID, which strips illegal and temporarily legal immigrants of the right to a

U.S. driver’s license and sets new, near-impossible standards of proof and credibility for

asylum claims, was passed just before the exhibition opened in May. The question posed by

Points of Proof thus reflects the situation in which ever larger numbers of American

immigrants find themselves by asking viewers and interviewees to reduce their American

identities to a single point of proof — points being the system used by a number of state DMV

bureaus to rate different documents for their effectiveness as proof of identity.

The question at the heart of Points of Proof is successful because it demands specifics, but 

ensures that they will be subjective and variable; it engages both memory and imagination; it 

immediately provokes the questioned to either confrontation or consideration; and it sets no 

standards for wrong or right answers, implicitly questioning the whole notion of proof. The

question can be asked and answered in a video, on a sound recording, in a captioned 

photograph, on a postcard, in person, or through the network. To make the first version of 

Points of Proof, I interviewed on video 30 new and longtime Americans in urban Detroit and 

suburban Dearborn. The video interweaves the surprising and complicated conversations 

started by this single question, throwing into relief the subjective nature of identity and the 

difficulty of pinning the constantly shifting idea of America within strictly national borders. The

question of proof quickly raises other questions -- Is geography destiny? Does culture extend

beyond citizenship? Is proof finally a question of faith and belief or does it depend on the
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material evidence at hand? -- whose answers are equally contested and complex. The project

was then further extended by a series of postcards filled out by visitors to the museum during 

the show's six-month run, which allowed the audience to add their answers to the warm 

database generated by Points of Proof's question. Given free (anonymous and unmoderated)

rein, these postcard respondents range from bitter to idealistic to hilarious. The success of

Points of Proof is that few of the 100+ people who have answered to date have repeated each 

others' answers, and almost all have engaged with the hypothetical scenario posed by its 

question. So for a few moments, at least, you who have answered have imagined yourselves

in our place.

Mariam Ghani / March 2006 / Akademie Schloss Solitude, Germany


